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Introduction: 

This was our last meeting of our 6-week session that met weekly for one hour on Google 

Meets. Our plan for the lesson changed the week before, because of needs and wants of students. 

Originally, I had designed a lesson revolved around “phone conversations” but some students 

indicated they wanted to learn more about homes and household items since it related to their 

areas of work. In addition, the team of teachers I work with felt like their beginner students 

would not do well with phone conversations. I thought taking into students wants was important 

because students will be more motivated with material they are interested in. Instead, the lesson 

objectives became “SWBAT, recall household vocabulary words, SWBAT tell and discuss 

where they live, rooms of the house, household items, and activities.” Again, I planned my 

lesson using the backwards design approach, but starting with objectives mentioned above first, 

and then thinking of assessments that could measure objectives. I decided on an assessment that 

involved students giving a tour of a room in their house, pointing out household items, and their 

peers giving compliments on their room. Since the assessment of the lesson required oral 

production, I wanted to provide validity for this assessment, by incorporating activities that let 

students use their speaking skills. In addition, I wanted to create a positive washback effect, 

which occurs when the assessment relates to course goals, objectives, and activities (Brown 

1998). Since the assessment will be an oral assessment, I implemented activities that would 

require students to speak and use their oral skills. One activity allowed students to view a picture 

of a room and vocabulary, ask questions about a word or pronunciation, and then describe their 



room and the activities they do in their room. McDonogh & Masuhara (2013) discuss learning 

principals suggested by Tomlinson’s (2011b) that include providing exposure to language, 

ensuring cognitive engagement, facilitate hypothesis forming, and provide opportunities for 

students to produce output of the language (p.175). In this lesson, students had input and 

exposure to language, as well as opportunity to use English freely for spoke communication. We 

plan to assess whether they were successful by having them give a tour of their room using 

vocabulary and also engaging in conversation by giving compliments on their household items. 

Students would demonstrate success if they were able to point out items in the room, and be 

understood enough for their partner to give them a compliment on what they like in their room.  

Description: 

Every week our students change, this week we only had two students show up, who I 

would say had beginner to intermediate proficiency skills. For lessons, I share my screen and go 

through a PowerPoint with my co-teacher. I started with an introduction of students introducing 

themselves by saying their name, something they did today, and where they are in their house for 

class today. To introduce house vocabulary, I shared a picture of a room with the items labeled in 

English. I asked students what room it was, and if there were any words that they didn’t know. 

Next, I modeled the activity, and said what I had in my room and included vocab items. Then, 

each students took a turn and share what items they had in their room and activities they do in 

their room. We repeated this for about four different rooms. It did take longer than originally 

planned. After that, we did an exercise describing where items are located in a room using 

prepositions, so that students used sentences like, “the lamp is between the door and couch”, “the 

book is on the coffee table.” Then, we have some conversation starters about houses and 

household vocabulary. For example, “My favorite room is the _____ because, ____” and “I love 



my ______ because___”.  The conversations included house vocabulary, household items, and 

activities they do in the room. It also included language features like “because” and “ I like”. 

Next, students were given the task to use their camera device and give us a tour of the room they 

are in by using house items, and prepositions to describe with items are located. Students not 

giving a tour were asked to listen to their peer, so that they could give them a compliment about 

their room. The co-teacher and myself modeled the activity first and has students take turns. We 

also had a second part of the lesson ready for students, but we did not get time for this part of the 

lesson. In included home repairs, repair people, and phone conversations on calling someone 

asking for a home repair.  

Analysis: 

The class atmosphere in today’s class was overall nice, considering we only had two 

students show up, and had two teachers. We had a lot of opportunity for the students to speak 

and use the language, and perhaps since they were the only two they were also more willing to 

speak. I think the activity look at the rooms, and the students talking about their room worked 

well. Students were able to see vocabulary, inquire about certain words, and then use them in a 

meaningful context. This did take about 10 minutes longer than expected, for a total of 20 

minutes. One reason being is that students really wanted to keep talking about their own rooms 

and items they have and activities they do, and sometimes there were long pauses when students 

thought of what to say. I think this was good, because it showed that students were comfortable 

and willing to talk. However, in the future, to shorten the activity perhaps I could say each 

student say three items they have in their room, and one activity they do, and move on to the next 

person. The next student has to repeat the items and activity the person (people) before them 

said, as well as name three additional items and activity they do, without repeating. This could 



work well in a small class, like we had, and could even differentiate, so that the most advanced 

student goes last each time, making the activity for difficult. I think I can also improve on using 

prepositions, the activity we did was a fill in the blank drill, which was not very meaningful, and 

does not simulate real life context. Instead, perhaps we could have done a role-play situation, 

where one student is looking for an object (kitchen utensil, remote, car keys, etc.) and has to ask 

the other student where it is (Ex. “Where is the remote?”), and the student responds with where 

the item might be located by offering two suggestions (Ex. It’s on the table. If not, it might be in 

the couch”). This way, students are practicing prepositions in a meaningful way in a context that 

might occur in real life. This activity could easily be turned into an information gap activity, with 

partners, if the learning context allowed. I would also move the conversations activity to the 

beginning of the lesson as a hook, or end of the lesson as a wrap up, I do not think it really 

belonged in the middle of the lesson. Finally, I think students enjoyed being able to use their 

camera and give a tour of the room they were in, and use the language we learned in the lesson. 

It worked well for our current context of being online with limited resources. I think it would be 

worth investigating more if it could be turned into a task. Perhaps students (or as a class) look up 

apartments for rent or homes for sale in the area, and go through the pictures and say what they 

like/don’t like about the house. Maybe one student could pretend they are the landlord or realtor, 

really trying to make the place sound great, and the classmates ask questions about the property, 

and what items/furniture comes with the apartment/house. I think this would be a more 

meaningful, and useful task for students that they might encounter in the real world. Although, I 

would probably have to rethink some of the previous activities and language used earlier in the 

lesson to fit this task. In addition, I still think it might be a little difficult to implement in my 

current teaching context, and for the other teachers to execute on their own, but you never know 



if you do not try. Perhaps with some time, careful planning, and preparation, we could make it 

successful.  

Learning: 

In my previous lesson reflection, I discussed how I learned the importance of flexibility 

and the flexibility needed when working with a new, unfamiliar teaching context. This lesson, I 

went in with a different mindset, I was ready to be flexible, which made teaching the class less 

stressful, and more fun. Although we only had two students show up, it was nice because they 

had plenty of changes to speak, and I think they felt more comfortable with speaking because 

they were the only two. In fact, one of the students had attended some previous classes, but today 

I heard her speak the most, and sound confident when speaking. As a teacher, this shows the 

importance of creating an environment that students feel safe to speak, and allowing for small 

group or pair work because some students may be more willing to speak in this setting. Upon 

reflection, I realized that I could have made my activities in the lesson more meaningful to my 

students, like the prepositions activity, or changing students “giving a tour” to looking at 

apartment/houses to rent or buy. Recently, with a discussion with my professor (Dr. Liu) I 

realized that tasks are essential for adult instruction, because they need English (the TL) to use to 

complete tasks in the real world. This is different from teaching school aged children, because 

they are learning to learn the language as a school subject, with different motives. I do not have 

much experience teaching adult learners, so they is helpful to keep in mind for the future when 

designing lessons for adults.  In the future, while designing activities for my adult lessons I will 

ask myself questions like “is this useful to students?” “What will they be able to do in the real 

world with this language” and “Why do they need this language.”  
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